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SUBJECT:

RESIDENT VACATIONS

I.

POLICY
It is the policy of North Carolina Baptist Hospitals, Inc. that all residents will have a
minimum of two (2) weeks with a maximum of three (3) weeks of vacation each year as
determined by their department chairperson.

II.

PURPOSE
To ensure that all residents in all programs are treated fairly when requesting vacation time
from their program.

III.

PROCEDURE
Ø

House staff are expected to take vacation during the contract year in which it is
accrued. There may be exceptions, but any exception would require the approval of
the departmental chairperson and any other program or service that may be involved
at the time the vacation is scheduled.

Ø

Meetings, conferences, interview time and winter holidays will be determined by the
department chairperson or respective program director.

Ø

Vacation requests for rotating residents should be submitted at least three (3) months
in advance on the universal house staff “Rotating Resident Vacation Request Form”.

Ø

Individual departments may develop additional requirements/exceptions for their
own resident on their own rotations.

Ø

No department or service may restrict or require vacation of rotating residents
beyond policies established for their own residents.

Ø

Participating departments should develop a mutual “Vacation Policy Agreement” for
rotating residents (i.e., develop guidelines regarding how vacation will be granted or
denied). The number of weeks would be agreed upon by the residency program
directors of the respective departments.
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Ø

No host service may impose a blanket “no vacation” policy for all rotating residents.
Some host services may limit the total vacation time available to rotating residents
based on criteria of continuity of patient care, continuity of teaching and numbers of
residents needed to cover the service. Individual residents would not be guaranteed
vacation on such a service, but the program must make a limited number of total
weeks available for vacation time when the department of record (home department)
of the rotating residents determines that vacation during the rotation is appropriate
for its house staff. The number of weeks of vacation available to rotating resident
would vary according to the resident’s department of record and would equal a
percent of the total weeks of vacation per year allocated to rotating residents by their
own department related to the percent of time the rotating residents spend on the host
service.

Ø

Conflicts concerning the above agreements should be resolved at the interdepartmental level. If agreement proves impossible, the Associate Dean of Graduate
Medical Education will make the final decision.
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